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Inoapps joins forces with Rapid4Cloud to

drastically reduce timescales, improve quality

and lower the risks of implementing Oracle

Cloud.

LONDON / HOUSTON , UK /US, January 17,

2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Leading Oracle

Platinum Partner Inoapps

(www.inoapps.com) has signed a global

Strategic Alliance with Rapid4Cloud

(www.rapid4cloud.com). Under the terms of

the agreement Rapid4Cloud’s unique Oracle

Cloud toolset will be integrated with

Inoapps’ widely acclaimed In2Cloud

implementation methodology. Inoapps will

also use its extensive Cloud knowledge,

experience, and technical skills to help

Rapid4Cloud accelerate and improve their

product.

Rapid4Cloud’s automated technology

delivers real benefits throughout the entire

delivery lifecycle.  Rapid automated configuration for new Cloud customers reduces consulting

time and critically client effort. Additionally, its toolset can be utilised to automate the Cloud

journey from existing Oracle Application Platforms, including the migration of data and

application configuration.  

Commenting on the Strategic Alliance, Phil Burgess Inoapps’ UK MD noted, “Having successfully

used the toolset at several projects, it was clear we needed to embed this into our delivery. We

have customers presenting the benefits at Oracle OpenWorld London and will also showcase

this in Dubai and Singapore.”

Andy Bird CEO of Inoapps added, “We have already developed an excellent relationship with

Rapid4Cloud and are highly impressed by the ability of their rapid implementation toolsets. By

combining this revolutionary automation technology suite with our proven methodologies, we

can offer our customers unrivalled implementation speeds and flexibility. This means they can

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.inoapps.com
http://www.inoapps.com
http://www.rapid4cloud.com


now begin reaping the benefits of their investment far more rapidly than they could before. We

can now truly deliver on the promise of the Cloud.

“We will be working extremely closely together, with Rapid4Cloud, identifying areas where our

feedback can help establish them as the global leader in automating the implementation,

management and maintenance of Oracle Cloud applications. As such, this global Strategic

Alliance supports our aim to invest in innovative technologies that transform customer

experience. It also reinforces our reputation as the partner of choice for multinational

companies seeking to move to the Cloud.”

Philip Martin CEO of Rapid4Cloud welcomed Andy Bird’s comments, adding; “Inoapps has a well-

deserved reputation for customer excellence. We are delighted that they have chosen to include

Rapd4Cloud in their In2Cloud implementation methodology. We are also impressed by their

global standing and believe they have a great deal to offer us. We are looking forward to working

extremely closely across a global audience.”

Inoapps is showcasing its In2Cloud methodology at OpenWorld events in London, Dubai and

Singapore.

Ends

About Inoapps 

Inoapps is an Oracle Platinum Partner and Oracle’s current Cloud First Partner of the Year

2018/19. We focus on delivering cutting edge Oracle On-Premises and Cloud solutions for our

clients, which deliver them operational excellence and maximise the benefits of their Oracle

investment. We do this by supporting our customers through their Oracle journey with advisory

consultancy, transformational implementations, enterprise change management, hosting

services, training, first class managed support services and our own products. 

Our pedigree in Oracle applications spans over 12 years, and through rapid global growth, our

presence now extends across North America, Europe, the Middle East, Australia and Asia, with

implementations in 30+ countries. 

At Oracle OpenWorld 2017 we were named Most Innovative Managed Service Partner for our

continuous improvement of the Oracle customer experience. Inoapps goal is always to deliver

the right solution to the problem at hand. We do this via the use of Oracle on-premises and

Cloud solutions, covering everything from E-Business Suite, PeopleSoft & JDE through to SaaS,

PaaS and IaaS (ERP, HCM, SCM, EPM, BI, APEX). 

With 5 years of Oracle Cloud focus, we have built a dedicated Products division. This enables us



to provide complete Oracle Cloud solutions for many industries where we have unrivalled

implementation experience including Oil & Gas, Engineering and Construction, Public Sector,

Manufacturing, Higher Education, Professional Services and Financial Services.
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